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IV B.Tech. II Sem., I Mid-Term Examinations, February-2015 
POWER PLANT INSTRUMENTATION 

Objective Exam 
Name: ______________________________ Hall Ticket No.  

 
Answer All Questions. All Questions Carry Equal Marks. Time: 20 Min. Marks: 10. 
 
I. Choose the correct alternative: 
 
1. The secondary sources of energy are        [ ] 
            a) solar,windand water     b)coal,oiland uranium 
            c)wind, biomass          d) none 
 
2.         Indias first nuclear power plant was installed at      [ ] 
            a)Tarapore                b)Kota       c) Kalapakam  d)Srinagar  
 
3.         The energy radiated by sun on a bright sunny day is approximately    [ ] 
            a)700W/m2 b)800W/m2        c)1kW/m2       d)2kW/m2 
 
4.         Reheat cycle in steam power plant is used to       [ ] 
            a)Utilise heat of flue gases b)Increase thermal efficiency 
                  c)Improve condenser performance      d)Reduce loss of heat 
 
5.        The draught in locomotive boilers is produced by      [ ] 
            a)Forced fan         b)chimney           c)steam jet d)only motion of locomotive  
 
6.         In coal preparation plant, Magnetic separators are used to remove    [ ] 
            a)dust             b)clinkers c)iron particles                 d)sand 
 
7.         Load factor of a power station is        [ ] 
            a)equal unity   b)less than unity c)more than unity  d)none 
 
8.        Thermo electric energy conversion is due to       [ ] 
            a)Radiation           b)Emission effect         c)thermal energy  d)light 
 
9.        The modern steam turbine s are        [ ] 
 a)impulse turbines    b)reaction turbines 
           c)impulse –reaction turbines d)none 
 
10.       Economiser is used to heat        [ ] 
            a) air            b)feed water c)flue gases d)all 
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II Fill in the Blanks: 
 
11.        The existence of CO2 in the atmosphere causes a_______________ 
 
12.        The presence of CO2 & H2O in the atmosphere results absorption of long wave _____________    
             radiations  from surface of the earth . 
 
13.        Acid precipitation is the return to earth of the oxides of sulphur and nitrogen_______________ 
 
14.       Turbine Vibration monitoring  can be performed  using_______________ 
 
15.        In thermal power plants 'NO' rapidly oxidizes to NO2 a process greatly accelerated by ___________ 
 
16.        Fossil fuel plants releases_______________ 
 
17.       Thermal  conductivity analyzer can also be calibrated to measure a single component  of multiple   
            component  gas mixture provided with______________ 
 
18.       The temperature of the exhaust gases from the turbine is about______________ 
 
19.       In steam turbines, high capacity turbines maintain higher vacuum is About_____________ 
  
20.       By using condenser in thermal power plants, decreasing  the exhaust pressure of the    
             Steam______________ 
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Answer All Questions. All Questions Carry Equal Marks. Time: 20 Min. Marks: 10. 
 
I. Choose the correct alternative: 
 
1.         Reheat cycle in steam power plant is used to       [ ] 
            a)Utilise heat of flue gases b)Increase thermal efficiency 
                  c)Improve condenser performance      d)Reduce loss of heat 
 
2.        The draught in locomotive boilers is produced by      [ ] 
            a)Forced fan         b)chimney           c)steam jet d)only motion of locomotive  
 
3.         In coal preparation plant, Magnetic separators are used to remove    [ ] 
            a)dust             b)clinkers c)iron particles                 d)sand 
 
4.         Load factor of a power station is        [ ] 
            a)equal unity   b)less than unity c)more than unity  d)none 
 
5.        Thermo electric energy conversion is due to       [ ] 
            a)Radiation           b)Emission effect         c)thermal energy  d)light 
 
6.        The modern steam turbine s are        [ ] 
 a)impulse turbines    b)reaction turbines 
           c)impulse –reaction turbines d)none 
 
7.         Economiser is used to heat        [ ] 
            a) air            b)feed water c)flue gases d)all 
 
8. The secondary sources of energy are        [ ] 
            a) solar,windand water     b)coal,oiland uranium 
            c)wind, biomass          d) none 
 
9.         Indias first nuclear power plant was installed at      [ ] 
            a)Tarapore                b)Kota       c) Kalapakam  d)Srinagar  
 
10.       The energy radiated by sun on a bright sunny day is approximately   [ ] 
            a)700W/m2 b)800W/m2        c)1kW/m2       d)2kW/m2 
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II Fill in the Blanks: 
 
11.       Turbine Vibration monitoring  can be performed  using_______________ 
 
12.        In thermal power plants 'NO' rapidly oxidizes to NO2 a process greatly accelerated by ___________ 
 
13.        Fossil fuel plants releases_______________ 
 
14.       Thermal  conductivity analyzer can also be calibrated to measure a single component  of multiple   
            component  gas mixture provided with______________ 
 
15.       The temperature of the exhaust gases from the turbine is about______________ 
 
16.       In steam turbines, high capacity turbines maintain higher vacuum is About_____________ 
  
17.       By using condenser in thermal power plants, decreasing  the exhaust pressure of the    
             Steam______________ 
 
18.        The existence of CO2 in the atmosphere causes a_______________ 
 
19.        The presence of CO2 & H2O in the atmosphere results absorption of long wave _____________    
             radiations  from surface of the earth . 
 
20.        Acid precipitation is the return to earth of the oxides of sulphur and nitrogen_______________ 
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Answer All Questions. All Questions Carry Equal Marks. Time: 20 Min. Marks: 10. 
 
I. Choose the correct alternative: 
 
1.         In coal preparation plant, Magnetic separators are used to remove    [ ] 
            a)dust             b)clinkers c)iron particles                 d)sand 
 
2.         Load factor of a power station is        [ ] 
            a)equal unity   b)less than unity c)more than unity  d)none 
 
3.        Thermo electric energy conversion is due to       [ ] 
            a)Radiation           b)Emission effect         c)thermal energy  d)light 
 
4.        The modern steam turbine s are        [ ] 
 a)impulse turbines    b)reaction turbines 
           c)impulse –reaction turbines d)none 
 
5.         Economiser is used to heat        [ ] 
            a) air            b)feed water c)flue gases d)all 
 
6. The secondary sources of energy are        [ ] 
            a) solar,windand water     b)coal,oiland uranium 
            c)wind, biomass          d) none 
 
7.         Indias first nuclear power plant was installed at      [ ] 
            a)Tarapore                b)Kota       c) Kalapakam  d)Srinagar  
 
8.         The energy radiated by sun on a bright sunny day is approximately    [ ] 
            a)700W/m2 b)800W/m2        c)1kW/m2       d)2kW/m2 
 
9.         Reheat cycle in steam power plant is used to       [ ] 
            a)Utilise heat of flue gases b)Increase thermal efficiency 
                  c)Improve condenser performance      d)Reduce loss of heat 
 
10.        The draught in locomotive boilers is produced by      [ ] 
             a)Forced fan         b)chimney           c)steam jet d)only motion of locomotive  
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II Fill in the Blanks: 
 
11.        Fossil fuel plants releases_______________ 
 
12.       Thermal  conductivity analyzer can also be calibrated to measure a single component  of multiple   
            component  gas mixture provided with______________ 
 
13.       The temperature of the exhaust gases from the turbine is about______________ 
 
14.       In steam turbines, high capacity turbines maintain higher vacuum is About_____________ 
  
15.       By using condenser in thermal power plants, decreasing  the exhaust pressure of the    
             Steam______________ 
 
16.        The existence of CO2 in the atmosphere causes a_______________ 
 
17.        The presence of CO2 & H2O in the atmosphere results absorption of long wave _____________    
             radiations  from surface of the earth . 
 
18.        Acid precipitation is the return to earth of the oxides of sulphur and nitrogen_______________ 
 
19.       Turbine Vibration monitoring  can be performed  using_______________ 
 
20.        In thermal power plants 'NO' rapidly oxidizes to NO2 a process greatly accelerated by ___________ 
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Answer All Questions. All Questions Carry Equal Marks. Time: 20 Min. Marks: 10. 
 
I. Choose the correct alternative: 
 
1.        Thermo electric energy conversion is due to       [ ] 
            a)Radiation           b)Emission effect         c)thermal energy  d)light 
 
2.        The modern steam turbine s are        [ ] 
 a)impulse turbines    b)reaction turbines 
           c)impulse –reaction turbines d)none 
 
3.       Economiser is used to heat        [ ] 
            a) air            b)feed water c)flue gases d)all 
 
4. The secondary sources of energy are        [ ] 
            a) solar,windand water     b)coal,oiland uranium 
            c)wind, biomass          d) none 
 
5.         Indias first nuclear power plant was installed at      [ ] 
            a)Tarapore                b)Kota       c) Kalapakam  d)Srinagar  
 
6.         The energy radiated by sun on a bright sunny day is approximately    [ ] 
            a)700W/m2 b)800W/m2        c)1kW/m2       d)2kW/m2 
 
7.         Reheat cycle in steam power plant is used to       [ ] 
            a)Utilise heat of flue gases b)Increase thermal efficiency 
                  c)Improve condenser performance      d)Reduce loss of heat 
 
8.        The draught in locomotive boilers is produced by      [ ] 
            a)Forced fan         b)chimney           c)steam jet d)only motion of locomotive  
 
9.         In coal preparation plant, Magnetic separators are used to remove    [ ] 
            a)dust             b)clinkers c)iron particles                 d)sand 
 
10.       Load factor of a power station is        [ ] 
            a)equal unity   b)less than unity c)more than unity  d)none 
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II Fill in the Blanks: 
 
11.       The temperature of the exhaust gases from the turbine is about______________ 
 
12.       In steam turbines, high capacity turbines maintain higher vacuum is About_____________ 
  
13.       By using condenser in thermal power plants, decreasing  the exhaust pressure of the    
             Steam______________ 
 
14.        The existence of CO2 in the atmosphere causes a_______________ 
 
15.        The presence of CO2 & H2O in the atmosphere results absorption of long wave _____________    
             radiations  from surface of the earth . 
 
16.        Acid precipitation is the return to earth of the oxides of sulphur and nitrogen_______________ 
 
17.       Turbine Vibration monitoring  can be performed  using_______________ 
 
18.        In thermal power plants 'NO' rapidly oxidizes to NO2 a process greatly accelerated by ___________ 
 
19.        Fossil fuel plants releases_______________ 
 
20.       Thermal  conductivity analyzer can also be calibrated to measure a single component  of multiple   
            component  gas mixture provided with______________ 
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